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ARI Research Reports and Technical Reports are intended for sponsors of
R&D tasks and for other research and military agencies. Any findings ready
for implementation at the time of publication are presented in the last part
of the Brief. Upon completion of a major phase of the task, formal recom-
mendations for official action normally are conveyed to appropriate military
agencies by briefing or Disposition Form.
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FOREWORD

The Manpower and Educational Systems Technical Area of the U.S. Army Re-
search Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences (ARI) performs re-
search and development that includes the application of educational technology
and simulations to military training. Research on the use of computer-based
simulations for maintenance training is of special interest because the de-
velopment and implementation of such simulations is seen as a means of reduc-
ing training time and costs. Computer-based simulations can provide greater
individualization of training than standard approaches and can reduce the
need for operational equipment during training.

This report summarizes three on-going research efforts concerned with
computer-based simulations for maintenance training. It is an edited version
of an unpublished paper presented at the Military Operations Research Society
Symposium in December 1979.

The first effort, Game-Based Learning, is being conducted by in-house
personnel. It is responsive to the requirements of RDT&E Project 2Q262717A790,
"Human Performance Effectiveness and Simulation," as described in the ARI FY 80
Personnel Performance and Training Program: Basic Research and Exploratory
Development.

The second effort, Human Performance in Fault Diagnosis Tasks, is being
conducted by the University of Illinois as part of the ARI Research Themes
Program. The research is responsive to the requirements of RDT&E Project
2Q161102B74F, "Basic Research in the Behavioral and Social Sciences."

In order to accomplish the third effort, Adaptive Computerized Training
System, ARI's resources were augmented by contract with Perceptronics, Inc.,
an organization selected as having unique capabilities for research and de-
velopment in this area. The research is responsive to the requirements of
RDT&E Project 2Q263744A795, "Training Simulation," as described in the ARI
FY 80 Personnel Performance and Training Program: Advanced Development.
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COMPUTER-BASED SIMULATIONS FOR MAINTENANCE TRAINING: CURRENT ARI RESEARCH

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Requirement:

Current Army maintenance training is largely equipment specific. The
student is first taught the step-by-step procedures necessary to locate the
malfunction in a specific item of equipment, then spends time practicing, and
finally is tested on the equipment itself. Because the training content con-
sists of equipment-specific procedures rather than more general troubleshoot-
ing logic, there is little likelihood of transfer of the skills acquired to
other items of equipment that the student will encounter on the job. This
lack of transfer is reflected in the relatively high proportion of functional
components submitted for repair (42% in one study). In addition, this cur-
rent training approach makes inefficient use of student time, instructor time,
and equipment, thereby inflating costs. Efficient methods for providing train-
ing in generalizable diagnostic skills could reduce costs and improve on-the-
job skills.

Procedures:

Three research efforts that use computer-based simulations for mainte-
nance training are being conducted. Game-Based Learning investigates the use
of computer-based games to teach diagnostic skills. Human Performance in
Fault Diagnosis Tasks evaluates the use of context-free tasks to train indi-
viduals to maintain actual equipment. The Adaptive Computerized Training Sys-
tem applies "artificial intelligence" techniques to electronic troubleshooting
training.

Findings:

The findings to date, while incomplete, suggest that each of the ap-
proaches can improve maintenance performance under certain conditions. Play-
ing a logical game is an effective substitute for training in reading logic
circuit diagrams and practice solving context-free diagnostic tasks enhances
subsequent performance when diagnosing faults in equipment-specific simula-
tions. Although the Adaptive Computerized Training System has yet to receive
rigorous experimental evaluation, its feasibility has been demonstrated.

Utilization of Findings:

Research will continue to improve the described techniques and to evalu-
ate them under conditions that are more representative of the Army training
environment. Guidelines for developing and using games for training will be
developed. The effects of training with context-free tasks on the subsequent
maintenance of actual equipment will be investigated. The cost and training
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effectiveness of the Adaptive Computerized Training System will be evaluated
in an on-going course of instruction at an Army school.
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COMPUTER-BASED SIMULATIONS FOR MINTENANCE TRAINING:
CURRENT ARI RESEARCH

INTRODUCTION

This report describes three efforts in the area of computer-based simu-
lations for maintenance training currently being conducted by the U.S. Army
Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences (ARI). ARI is in-
terested in the use of computer-based simulations for maintenance training
because it provides a potential means of overcoming some of the problems in
this area that the Army currently faces.

The first problem for efficient maintenance training is the increasing
number and complexity of Army systems. Not only is equipment becoming more
difficult to maintain, but there is more of it. The second problem is that
the skill level of the pool of manpower available for military service is de-

clining. Unless social or economic changes increase the desirability of mili-
tary service or the civilian educational system improves, future military
maintenance personnel will require additional or improved training to reach
the same level of proficiency that current personnel achieve with existing
training. The third problem is that the number of people available for mili-
tary service is decreasing and will continue to do so until the late 1990s
(Baker, 1980). All other factors being equal, therefore, the skill levels of
entering personnel are expected to be even lower in the future. Army schools
must deal with these problems while facing increased operating costs and re-
ductions in personnel.

The limited data available suggest th: t improved maintenance performance

could produce a substantial improvement in readiness. Dressel and Shields
(1979) measured organizational-level maintenance performance in a brigade-
size unit during a 1-year period. They collected data on selected end items
of the M551 armored reconnaissance airborne assault vehicle turned in for ex-
change at a direct support maintenance facility. Figure 1 shows, by month,
the total number of submissions and false removals (items submitted as defec-
tive that were, in fact, functioning properly). Overall, 42% of the total
items submitted were false removals, and 32% of the repair time at the direct
support level was spent determining that false remcvals were operating cor-
rectly. This represents an average of 1.5 hours per item, only .8 hours less
than the time required to repair a faulty item. Furthermore, 30% of equipment
downtime was due to these false removals. Thus, a considerable amount of op-
erational and maintenance time is lost because working equipment is removed
for repair.

Two caveats regarding these data should be noted. First, they do not
represent a random sampling of Army maintenance nerformance (although there
is no reason to believe that they are atypical). Second, the performarce

observed undoubtedly reflects a number of factors other than the quality of
maintenance training per se, such as command pressures, misassignments, and
personnel turbulence. The data do, however, clearly establish the existence
of a maintenance problem. This problem may not be unicue to the Army, or
even to the military, but there are no comparable data available from other
sectors.
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The Army currently follows primarily a hands-on and equipment-specific
approach to maintenance training. The student is first taught the sequential
step-by-step procedures necessary to locate a malfunction in a particular
item of equipment, then spends time practicing, -d finally is tested on the
equipment itself. This approach has several advantages. It ensures that the
student has mastered certain prerequisite skills, such as the use of test
equipment. It teaches the student the physical layout of the equipment and
its relationship to functional or schematic diagrams. Finally, the student

practices assembling and disassembling an actual piece of equipment.

There are also some disadvantages to this training approach, however.
First, time constraints do not permit the student to receive training on all
of the equipment that is expected to be encountered on the job. Because the
training content consists of equipment-specific procedures, rather than
troubleshooting logic, there is little likelihood of transfer of the skills
acquired to other items of equipment. Second, a substantial amount of equip-
ment, which could otherwise be used operationally, is required for training.
Third, instructors must spend large portions of their time inserting malfunc-
tions into equipment, rather than actually conducting training. Fourth, a
large amo,'nt of student time is spent assembling and disassembling the equip-
ment, thus reducing the number of different malfunctions that they can ex-
perience during training.

Computer-based simulations provide a means to overcome these disadvan-
tages. They can reduce the need for actual equipment for training and can
reduce the amount of instructor time devoted to "faulting" equipment. By
eliminating the need for time-consuming assembly and disassembly by the stu-
dent, they provide more opportunity for the student to experience a larger
set of equipment faults. They can provide more efficient training by adapt-
ing to individual differences in performance. More important, they have the
potential to provide the student with generalizable diagnostic skills that
can be applied to a variety of items of equipment. Finally, because computer
costs are rapidly decreasing they can be expected to be inexpensive, in com-
parison to the use of actual equipment, in the near future.

The first research effort to be described is called Game-Based Learning.
Its objective is to determine the training effectiveness of games and to de-
velop procedures for the design and use of games for training (Baker, 1981).
Whilethe scope of this research goes beyond the area of maintenance simula-
tion, the early work has used maintenance training tasks.

The second effort is Human Performance in Fault Diagnosis Tasks. One
objective of this research is to investigate the use of "context-free" diag-
nostic tasks to train individuals to maintain real equipment. This work is
being performed by Dr. William Rouse, of the University of Illinois, under a
contract with ARI.

The objective of the third effort, the Adaptive Computerized Training
System (ACTS), is to evaluate the use of artificial intelligence techniques
for electronic troubleshooting training. Most of the work has been performed
by Dr. Amos Freedy, of Perceptronics, Inc., under contract to ARI.

r.
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GAME-BASED LEARNING

Background

The recent increase in the use of instructional games within the educa-
tional, industrial, and business communities can be attributed to the high
interest and motivation they appear to generate among users. Games also ap-
pear to provide a simulated environment within which information acquisition,
information processing, and decision-making skills can be developed and main-
tained. Yet, even though the use of gaming techniques for instruction and
training has intrinsic appeal, there is very little systematic evidence that
instructional games actually teach what they are designed to teach. Further,
aids to assist instructional game developers in designing training-effective
games do not exist because there is insufficient behavioral data on the criti-
cal learner and task variables in game-based learning.

The purpose of ARI research in game-based training is to conduct a sys-
tematic assessment of the training effectiveness of games and to investigate
their full potential as training media. To date, one experiment has been con-
ducted (Simutis, Baker, Bersh, & Alderman, 1979) and a second is in progress.
Both have used a similar approach: measuring the transfer of training from a
problem-solving game to simulated electronics maintenance tasks. The first
experiment measured transfer of training to the reading of logic circuit dia-
grams. All subjects received some instruction and practice on this task be-
fore they were tested. Three groups of subjects received additional paper-
and-pencil practice reading these diagrams, played a computerized logic game,
or played a computerized game of chance. The second experiment uses trouble-
shooting of a simulated computer circuit as the transfer task. While the
experimental groups are essentially the same as in the first experiment, an
additional control group has been added and exposure to computers has been
controlled by providing all training, practice, and testing by computer.

Experiment 1

In Experiment 1, 42 enlisted personnel from Fort Belvoir, VA, were ran-
domly assigned to one of three experimental groups: Logic Control, Logic
Game, or Control Game. The experimental design is shown in Figure 2. Each
group participated in three 1-hour training or practice sessions, followed by
a transfer task.

Students in the Logic Control group first received 1 hour of instruction
on the interpretation and meaning of five logical functions (AND, OR, NAND,
NOR, and INVERSION) and other features of logic circuit diagrams. Following
this, they received 2 hours of practice reading logic diagrams. Six levels
of complexity (A through F) of the logic diagrams were used. Levels differed
in one or more of the following ways: the number of different logic func-

4.e tions, the total number of logic elements, and the number of inversions.
Figure 3 shows a very simple logic diagram (Level A). It contains two differ-
ent logic functions (AND and OR), three logic elements, and no inversions. A
moderately complex diagram (Level C) is presented in Figure 4. It contains
all of the logical functions, seven inversions, and 12 logical elements. The
students' task was to determine the outputs of each diagram. Students pro-
gressed through the diagrams in order of increasing cornlexity. Only subjects

4



SessionGroup i II III IV

Logic Control logic symbol logic diagram logic diagram transfer
instruction practice practice test

Logic Game Mastermind logic symbol logic diagram transfer
instruction practice test

Control Game Blackjack logic symbol logic diagram transfer
instruction practice test

Figure 2. Experimental design for Experiment 1.
JI
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Figure 3. A very simple logic diagram ,Leve! A).
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'. .~in the Logic Control group received practice in all levels of diagrams. Sub-

jects in the other groups practiced only on Level A, B, and C diagrams. Each
diagram had the correct answer(s) penciled on the back. Subjects received
feedback by checking their answers after completing the diagrams.

0-0 0 ii
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- ;! Figure 4. A moderately complex logic diagram (Level C).

i During the transfer test the subjects were given 1 hour to solve 40 new
-V logic diagrams, 10 diagrams from each of the four highest levels of complex-

~ity. Subjects began with the least complex problems. No feedback regarding
~the correctness of their responses was given.

Subjctsin the LgcGame gopsetthe first hour of their training

S" • playing a computerized version of the game Mastermind, presented on the Uni-

'° versity of Illinois PLATO IV system. This game required the subjects to de-
|' " termine a hidden sequence of four digits that had been sampled without re-
~placement from the digits 1 through 8 and randomly assigned to positions.
%. The first game trial was necessarily a guess, and after each trial feedback

on the accuracy of the guess was provided. The subjects were told (a) how

4%. many digits in the guess were correctly identified and placed in the correct

, -."sequence position and (b) how many digits in the guess were correctly identi-

..- 0'

,'. fied but had been placed in the wrong position. This information could be
i used to eliminate wrong alternatives on subsequent guesses. If the subject

had not discovered the correct solution within eight trials, the solution was
shown and a new game begun. A different random sehuence of digits was

inm6
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generated for each subject for each game. Following the Mastermind session,
the Logic Game group received the logic symbol instruction, the logic diagram
practice, and the transfer test. The only difference from the training re-
ceived by the Logic Control group was that the practice included only the
three least complex levels of circuit diagrams.

The Control Game group spent the first hour of training playing a com-
puterized version of Blackjack, also presented on the PLATO IV system. Sub-
jects played against the computer and were given an initial stake of $1,000.
If they lost their stake, they were provided with an additional $1,000. The
game rules were the traditional Blackjack rules. The logic symbol training
and practice provided to the Control Game group were identical to the train-
ing and practice received by the Logic Game group.

The transfer task was scored for both accuracy and performance. The ac-
curacy score is the proportion of items attempted for which the subject gave
the correct answer. The performance score is the proportion of total items

for which the subject gave the correct answer.

Table 1 summarizes the group means at each of the four levels of diagram
complexity (C, D, E, and F) used on the transfer task. The accuracy and per-
formance scores are similar except at the highest level of complexity (Level F).
Recall that the subjects in the Logic Game and Control Game groups were not
exposed to diagrams as complex as those represented by Levels D, E, and F
prior to the transfer task. Recall also that the level of complexity of the
diagrams was confounded with time, with the most complex diagrams being en-
countered last. (The fact that some subjects were unable to complete all of
the diagrams, then, explains the relatively large differences between the ac-
curacy and performance scores found in Level F.)

Table 1

Accuracy (A) and Performance (P) Scores

Diagram complexity
Group C D E F G

Logic Control

A .92 .90 .90 .80 .86

P .89 .88 .89 .74 .85

Logic Game
A .61 .71 .82 .67 .70
P .58 .70 .79 .65 .68

Control Game
A .65 .62 .68 .58 .60
P .63 .62 .68 .49 .60

7
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The pattern of significant results obtained indicates two general trends,
evident on the graph of the performance scores shown in Figure 5. First, the
Logic Control group was superior to the Control Game group. The Logic Game
group was in the middle, significantly worse than the Logic Control group in
terms of accuracy scores, but not performance scores, and significantly bet-
ter than the Control Game group in terms of performance scores, but not accu-
racy scores. The second trend is that the Logic Game group performed more
like the Control Game group on the diagrams of intermediate complexity (Levels
C and D) and more like the Logic Control group on diagrams of high complexity

* (Levels E and F).

- 1.0-

.9 -- - - -
5"- N "
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z

S. LOGIC CONTROL

Cr .7-
0ULOGIC GAME

cr
.6-

.5~ CONTROL GAME

-/5I

CD E F

COMPLEXITY

Figure 5. Performance scores as a function of diagram complexity.

These results indicate that under certain conditions limited practice
in reading logic circuit diagrams, when combined with playing a logic game
like the one used here, is as effective as the same amount of time spent in
practicing reading a more extensive set of diagrams. This is not true when
the limited practice is combined with playing a game of chance, so results
cannot be attributed to any general transfer effects of game playing per se.
Because both game groups had the same practice set of diagrams, yet signifi-
cantly different accuracy and performance scores at some diagram levels, it
also cannot be argued that limited practice was sufficient for successful

V performance on the transfer test.

The results also raised a number of questions. The Logic Game and Con-
trol Game groups were exposed to a computer. The Logic Control group was not.
Was this a factor in the results? Why did the Logic Game group do relatively
better on the high-complexity diagrams (Levels E and F) than on the diagrams
of intermediate complexity (Levels C and D)? Did this indicate a motivational
letdown caused by transferring from a highly challenging game to the relatively

8
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boring task of reading logic circuit diagrams? A second experiment was de-signed to answer these questions.

Experiment 2

Figure 6 shows the design for Experiment 2, which is currently in pro-
gress. It incorporates three major changes from Experiment 1. First, it in-
cludes a "pure" Control group. This group will permit a determination of
whether game playing (either Blackjack or Mastermind) is better than no addi-
tional practice. Second, all training and testing is being done by computer,

* eliminating the possibility that any effects could be caused by exposure to
computers. The computer-based courseware is described in Yeager and Simutis
(1979). Finally, the transfer task has been changed from reading logic dia-
grams to troubleshooting simulated logic circuits.

Session
Group I II III IV

Logic Control logic diagram fault isolation additional transfer
instruction & instruction & practice task
practice practice

Logic Game logic diagram Mastermind fault isolation transfer
instruction & instruction & task
practice practice

Control Game logic diagram Blackjack fault isolation transfer
instruction & instruction & task
practice practice

Control logic diagram fault isolation transfer task
instruction & instruction &
practice practice

Figure 6. Experimental design for Experiment 2.

Future Directions

The results of these experiments will provide data on the effectiveness
of a logic-based game for training in electronics tasks. Future research is
planned to replicate the first results and to explore the effects of individ-
ual differences on game-based training.

HUMAN PERFORMANCE IN FAULT DIAGNOSIS TASKS

Background

The research in "Human Performance in Fault Diagnosis Tasks" assumes that
some skills are common to all fault diagnosis tasks. Clearly, equipment-specific

9
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skills are important; an electronic technician would not be expected to be
able to diagnose a faulty aircraft engine, nor would an aircraft mechanic be
expected to be able to repair a radio, yet these tasks do have common elements.

Dr. William Rouse and his associates at the University of Illinois have
been evaluating the use of "context-free" fault diagnosis tasks for training
in diagnostic skills. Context-free tasks do not represent any particular item
or type of equipment. The research strategy has been to examine the transfer
of training from one context-free task to another, and from context-free tasks
to equipment-specific tasks. In addition, the use of computer aiding is being
investigated. Computer aiding represents a synthesis of unassisted human fault
diagnosis and the use of automated test equipment.

The Tasks

The term context-free task is best explained by example. Figure 7 shows
a simple context-free task that will be referred to as Task 1. This display
is presented to the student on a computer terminal. The network consists of
a 7 x 7 matrix of components, numbered 1 through 49. The arcs connecting the
components are selected at random and are different each time the student di-
agnoses a new network. Each component is an AND gate. If all of the inputs
to that component are 1, and if the component is good, the output of that
component will be 1. If any of these conditions is not satisfied (that is,
if any input is 0, or if the component is faulty), the output will be 0.

X. ,.3 .1 - 1
Z45.31m

FA FI LM 31 2 27 30 7 4

PIGMT'

Figure 7. A simple context-free task (from Rouse, Rouse, Hunt,
Johnson, & Pelligrino, 1980).

10
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The task of the student is to determine which component has failed. Stu-
dents test arcs until the failed component is found. The final outputs of the
network are shown on the right side of the display. The upper left cornerN shows the actions taken by a student working on this problem. The student

first tested arc 22, 30 and obtained an output of 1. On the fourth test (arc
31, 38) a 0 (faulty) output was found. The next two tests allowed the student
to determine that the failed component was number 31. The student entered the
answer and was told that the response was correct.

When computer aiding is used with this task, the student is provided with
an automated record-keeping system. An aiding algorithm uses the structure of
the network and the known outputs to eliminate those components that could not
be faulty. These components are "X'ed out" on the computer display. As the
student makes further tests, additional components are eliminated. To illus-
trate how this could be done, note that, even before any tests are made, com-
ponents 45, 48, and 49 in Figure 7 are known to be good, because each of them
has a 1 output. Any components having an input to those components must also
be good, because all of the inputs to components 45, 48, and 49 must be 1 to
get an output of 1. Thus, components 39, 40, 41, and 42 can also be eliminated.
Additional components can be eliminated by working backward through the circuit.

In Task 1, outputs are always fed forward to components of the same type.
Real systems have different types of components, and often have feedback loops.
Task 2, presented in Figure 8, is a more complex context-free task incorporat-
ing two types of components and feedback loops. The rectangular components
are AND gates, identical to the components of the simple task. The six-sided
components are OR gates. OR gates produce an output of 1 if any of their in-
puts is 1 and they have not failed. Feedback loops are also present. For ex-
ample, component 7 sends its output backward through the network to component 5.
The student's task is the same as in Task 1.

The complexity of both of these tasks is easily varied by changing the
number of components.

In order to assess the transfer of training from these context-free tasks
to equipment-specific tasks, a system to simulate a variety of items of real
equipment was developed. This system is called FAULT (Framework for Aiding
the Understanding of Logical Troubleshooting). FAULT has two components. The
first is a hard-copy schematic of the equipment, such as the Turboprop Power-
plant shown in Figure 9. The second component is an interactive display,
shown in Figure 10.

The student is initially given the general problem symptoms; for example,
the engine turns over but will not start. The student can then make inquiries
about the functions of the system components; collect information about the
functions of those components by checking gauges, making continuity checks,
and removing components for bench tests; and replace components. Each action
has a cost based on the time that 'he action would require and, for replace-
ments, the cost of the replacement item. Students are instructed to repair
the system at the lowest possible cost.
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System: Turbopror Symptom Will no! lichl off

You hove six choices. 34 Toroue
1 Observation ........ OX,Y 35 Turbine inlet Temp Low
2 Informo'ion ..... IX 36 Fuel Flow Low
3 Replace a port ... RX 37 Tocnometer Low
4 Gouge reoading . GX 36 Oil Pressure Normal
5 Berch test ........... .BX 39 Oil Temperature Normal
6 Comparison ........ CX,Y,Z 40 Fue! Cucrtity

.(X,Y ond Z ore port numbes) 41 .mmeter Normal

Your choice...

Actions Costs Actions Cosis Pors Repioced Costs

4, 5 Normal $ 1 14 Tach Generator $ 199
26,30 Abnormal $ 1
14,20 Not oval $ 0
14 is Abnormal $ 27

Figure 10. FAULT interactive display (from Rouse et al., 1980).

The Research

Five experiments have been completed. Each examined aspects of the
context-free tasks and their use for training. The first experiment used
only the simple task (Task 1). Students solved problems having either 9, 25,
or 49 components in a transfer-of-training design in which half of the stu-
dents first used computer aiding and then transferred to the unaided task.
The remaining students were first trained without computer aiding and then
transferred to the aided task. The results indicated that the number of tests
required to reach a correct solution increasingly deviated from the optimal
solution as problem size increased. Computer aiding resulted in a lower num-
ber of tests to solution during the training trials, but not during the trans-
fer trials. Computer aiding during training therefore enhanced subsequent
unaided performance.

- In the second experiment the effects of requiring the students to oper-
*- ate under time constraints were examined. The time available to complete

each problem was limited to either 30, 60, or 90 seconds. (It is relatively
easy to solve these problems consistently in 90 seconds, but very difficult
to do so in 30 seconds.) A clock was added to the display to give the stu-
dents continuous knowledge of the amount of time remaining. 2ask 1 was used.
Again, half the students had computer aiding only during the first half of the
experiment. The others had computer aiding only during the second half. All
problems had 49 components. Students used more tests than were necessary to
solve the problems, and the effects of computer aiding did not transfer to the
unaided condition. The interpretation of these results is that forced-paced
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students employ less information, including study of the computer aid, than
do self-paced students.

The first two experiments used engineering students as subjects. Experi-
ment 3 used 40 fourth-semester trainees from the University of Illinois Fed-
eral Aviation Administration (FAA) Certificate Program in Aircraft Powerplant
Maintenance. The design was the same as the first experiment, with the excep-
tion that transfer was examined in only the aided-unaided direction. The re-
sults were identical to those of Experiment 1: MorD tests, relative to the
optimal solution, were required as problem size increased; computer aiding
improved performance during training; and computer aiding enhanced subsequent
performance on the unaided task.

The fourth experiment examined the effects of computer aiding during
Task 1 performance on subsequent Task 2 performance. Forty-eight first-
semester aviation mechanic trainees served as subjects. In two respects,
Task 1 performance was similar to that found previously: Performance de-
clined as problem size increased, and computer aiding during training im-

.% proved performance. However, there was no transfer of training from the
%. aided to the unaided Task 1 displays. Such transfer had been shown by fourth-

semester students in Experiment 3. A possible interpretation of this finding
is that the less-experienced first-semester students may have been using the
computer aiding only as a way to make the task easier, rather than trying to
understand how the aiding was helping them. Transfer of training was shown
between Tasks 1 and 2 in terms of the amount of time taken to reach the cor-
rect solution, but not in terms of the number of tests made. Initially, the
students who had received computer aiding in Task 1 performed worse on Task 2
than those who had received no Task 1 aiding, but eventually these differences
were reversed. The cause of this effect is not clear.

Experiment 5 examined the students' ability to transfer skills devel-
oped on Tasks 1 and 2 to FAULT equipment-specific simulations. Subjects
were fourth-semester trainees from the FAA Certificate Program. In this ex-
periment both Tasks 1 and 2 were used as training tasks and transfer to three
items of simulated equipment was assessed. Students trained with computer
aiding on the context-free tasks were able to solve the equipment-specific

problems at a lower total cost than those students who had not received com-
puter aiding. These students used fewer high-cost procedures, such as bench
tests, and used the free information available in gauge readings more
frequently.

In summary, these experiments demonstrate that positive transfer does
take place between the two levels of context-free tasks and, more important,
from the context-free tasks to the equipment-specific simulations. This
transfer is most pronounced when students can work on the problem at their
own pace using computer aiding. It also appears that students have diffi-
culty using correct (1) outputs efficiently. Computer aiding assists them
in making use of this information.

Future Directions

Future research will continue to investigate the effects of computer
aiding, attempt to define problem complexity, and develop cognitive models

1.
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of diagnostic performance. The major thrust of this research will be a con-

tinuation of the transfer studies to determine the degree of transfer from
context-free tasks and equipment-specific simulations to hands-on, actual-
equipment troubleshooting.

ADAPTIVE COMPUTERIZED TRAINING SYSTEM

Background

The previously discussed research is concerned with providing non-
equipment-specific diagnostic training through the use of non-equipment-
specific diagnostic tasks. The following research is directed toward pro-
viding non-equipment-specific training using an equipment-specific task.
This effort is called the Adaptive Computerized Training System (ACTS).

The ACTS also adds a new component to the training process--student and

expert performance are modeled and these student and expert models are used
to provide instructional feedback to the student and to direct the training
process. This requires the use of artificial intelligence techniques.

Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques are algorithms (rules) that
enable computers to exhibit "intelligent" behavior. Examples of intelligent
behavior are understanding written English, playing chess, and learning
(changing behavior as a result of experience). The AI techniques can pro-
vide individualized instruction but do not require separate programing of

the instructional logic for each lesson. Extensive computer resources, how-
ever, are required to support the use of AI techniques. In the past, this
requirement has prevented the use of such systems outside a research
environment.

The primary objective of the ACTS research effort is to improve the

individualization of maintenance training through the use of some basic AI
techniques that can be implemented on small-scale inexpensive computer

systems.

ACTS Description

The student's task in ACTS training is to troubleshoot an electronic
circuit by making various test measurements and replacing the malfunctioning
part. The entire process is simulated by the ACTS. Neither the actual cir-
cuit nor test equipment is required. The heart of the system is an adaptive
computer program that models the student's behavior, compares the model of
the student to that of an expert, and provides feedback to the student to
make his or her behavior more like that of the expert.

The ACTS is not being proposed as a complete troubleshooting training
method. It will not train the student to use test equipment or to assemble
or disassemble the equipment. It is designed to train the student in de-
cision making during the troubleshooting process.

The ACTS consists of four major components: (a) the task model, (b) the

expert model, (c) the student model, and (d) the instructional model.
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Task Model. The task model is a simulation of the circuit on which the
student is to be trained. The circuit currently being used is a modular ver-
sion of the Heathkit IP-28 Power Supply. 1 A simplified diagram of this cir-
cuit is shown in Figure 11. The power supply, when functioning properly,
converts an alternating current input (shown at the left) into a stable,
low-voltage, low-amperage output (shown at the right). The circuit consists
of 10 modules. Since the output of the circuit must be stable, even with
variations in the input, there are a numnei of corrective feedback loops in
the circuit.

TPI T113 ITP. 6 OUTPUT

TRANS- -- A- RECT. SERIES CURR.
FORMER T11.TER T G. SENSE

CUIIRR ---

" I ~~TP4 IL ITRo

A.C..T
INUT

I |LOAD
J J ...J ---

STP TrP 1-

REFFERtENCE COMMON

Figure 11. Circuit diagram.

Expert Model. The second major component of the ACTS is a model of an
expert troubleshooter. This model predicts the expert's measurement choices
while troubleshooting the circuit. It is developed through on-line observa-
tion by the computer of the expert's troubleshooting behavior.

Student Model. The student model is a decision model that predicts the
student's measurement choices. It is developed through on-line ooservation
by the computer of behavior as the student solves troubleshooting problems on
the ACTS.

Instructional Model. The instructional model compares the expert and
student models, determines discrepancies between the two, provides feedback,
and modifies the instructional sequences for the student in order to reduce
these discrepancies.

iCommercial designations are provided only for precision of description.
Their use does not constitute endorsement by the Department of the Army or
the Army Research Institute.
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Modeling Behavior

The uniqueness of the ACTS lies in the use of the student and expert
models. While the student and expert models serve different functions and
use different data, their operation is identical. The original version of
the ACTS used an Expected Utility (EU) approach to create the student and
expert models. The current version uses a Multi-Attribute Utility (MAU)
approach. Both approaches "observe" human behavior and, through the use of
adaptive algorithms, derive sets of numbers that permit reproduction of that
behavior. In the EU model, these numbers represent the human's relative
preference for the outcomes of the actions that can be taken during the di-
agnostic process. An action can be either a measurement or a module replace-
ment. The EU model, however, has two drawbacks. First, behavior is repre-
sented by a large set of numbers--at least two for every action that can be
taken. Second, the feedback that can be provided on the basis of this model
is limited to indicating too high a preference or too low a preference for
various actions. Thus, a new model for the ACTS was sought to reduce compu-
tations and increase feedback precision.

In the MAU model, a much smaller set of numbers is used. Each repre-
sents an "attribute," or a general characteristic common to all actions. The
three attributes currently being used are Decrease in Uncertainty, Fault Iso-
lation, and Cost. Decrease in Uncertainty is the proportion-of possible
faults that is expected to be eliminated by an action. Fault Isolation is
the proportion of possible faulty modules that is expected to be eliminated
by an action. This differs from Decrease in Uncertainty because most modules
can be faulty in several ways. Cost is the dollar cost of an action, based
on the time required to take the action and the cost of replacement parts.
The use of the MAU model makes it possible to provide students with "higher
order" feedback based on their relative preferences for action attributes.
For example, a student can be told that too little emphasis is being placed
on the cost of the actions being considered.

Developing ACTS Training

Preparation of the ACTS for training requires five steps, or tasks.
First, a matrix showing the relationships between the possible faults and the
resulting measurement outcomes must be prepared. A sample is shown in Fig-
ure 12. An "L" indicates a lower than normal outcome, an "H" indicates a

- higher than normal outcome, and a blank indicates a normal outcome.

The second task is to determine the probability of occurrence of each
possible fault. This can be done by examining maintenance records, consult-
ing experts, or simply assuming that all faults are equally likely.

The third task is to determine the cost of each measurement and module
replacement. The cost should include both the time required to take. an ac-
tion and the cost of any replacement parts.

Fourth, the computer must be programed to display the circuit diagram,
and the fault matrix, fault probabilities, and action costs must be entered.

17
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The fifth and final step is to train the expert model. This consists of
having a human expert solve a series of troubleshooting problems on the ACTS.
During this step the expert model learns the human expert's preferences. When
this is completed, the human expert is no longer needed. The expert model on
the computer is ready to begin training the student. This process will be ex-
amined from the viewpoint of the student.

Training Sequences

After receiving introductory training on the operation of the circuit,
the student is presented with a display similar to that shown in Figure 13.
A simplified circuit diagram is shown at the top of the display. The lower
left section contains a table used to present measurement results. The mea-
surement points (OUTPut, Test Point 1, etc.) form the rows of this table.
The types of measurement taken (VOLtage, CURrent, and RESistance) are shown
in the columns.

__FRiTITP3 T TEP6 1 'I OUTPUT

SERIES R- CURR.
FORMER FILTE| SENSE iI

TPI CURR. II ~TP4 L 'INZ --
INPU

SLOAD

COMM1ONTTE P REC "--IEF. rP9 OUTPUT 1
FILTER IEGi  1 G S E - TP'A

VREFERENCE COMMON

VOL CUR RES TYPE "RETURN" TO CONTINUE.

OUTP L, L
TP 1
TP 2
TP 3
TP 4
TP s
TP 6
TP 7

'2"TP I
4,TP 9

TP A

Figure 13. Student display at the start of a problem (from Hopf-Weichel

et al., 1980).
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The results of the measurements taken at the output of the circuit are
automatically provided to the student at the start of a problem. The student
is then asked to list the four best actions to take. Help from the expert
may also be requested at this time. In the display shown in Figure 14, the
student has selected four possible actions and has been shown the values of
the three attributes for each action. The first action being considered,
TP9DCVR (a direct current measurement at TP 9 with the circuit operating in
a voltage regulation state), is expected to eliminate 40% of the possible
faults and 33% of the possible faulty modules. It will cost $4.00. The
fourth action considered, TRA (replace the transformer), is expected to elimi-
nate 28% of the possible faults and 19% of the possible faulty modules by
eliminating the possibility that the transformer could be bad. This action
will cost $98.00. The student chooses to take the third action, TP4REPO (a
resistance measurement between TP4 and common with the power off), which is
the best action in terms of Decrease in Uncertainty and Fault Isolation. The
result of this action, a normal outcome, is shown in the table at the left of
the display.

T I t 3 ',T6 O O PUT
TRANS- 5 RECT. 4 . iii ~ FORMER FILTERI IU. IREG. l SENSE

ISU* I ;;i

A~c Iv,[ re ,P, I
SENS

,,5, .,.EI. .
C R

OUTP L L

: LOAD

PEF REC DREF. IN-AUTI
T2A F I LT ER I RE .  U STAGE SOLTPA

REFERENCE COMMON

VOI. CUR RES LISTED BELOW ARE THE FOUR CONSIDERED ACTIONS AND THEIR
ATTRZIBUTE LEVELS.

OUTP L L
TP I DECREASE IN FAULT
TP I ACTION UNCERTAINTY ISOLATION COST
TP 3
TP 4 N 1. TP9DCVR *.40 *.33 *4.00.
TP S 2. TPSDCCR +.40 *.33 48.00
TP 6 3. TP4REPO *.41 *.43 '10.00
TP 7 4. TRA *.28 *.19 *98.00
TP I
TP 9 TO SELECT AN ACTION, TYPE ITS NAME, THEN PRESS "RETURN."
TP A TP4REPO

Figure 14. Student display after the student has selected an action
(from Hopf-Weichel et al., 1980).
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If the student requests help, the expert provides a list of the four

best actions to take. This is followed by more detailed information about

those actions, as shown in Figure 15.

T RNS- -" REC. A t1r. U R

FO RP9MCN F ILTE P REG SENS

T PACR R

1 
REFERENCE COMMON

VOL UR RES HERE ARE THE LAST 
TWO ACT ONS CONSIDERED 

Y THE EXPERT:

OUTP L L 

FAULTS

T I j 
A CTION OUTCOME 

PRO D. ELIM. 
COST

TP 29 
3) TPSDCCR 

L 
T.67 3/7

T P 3 L 
N 0 0 7

TP 4 N H 4.32 4/7
TP S 4) TP9DCCR L *.32 4/7 4
TP 6 N 4.67 3/7

TP I PRESS "RETURN" TO CONTINUE.
TP 9 H

TP A

Figure 15. Student display during the Help sequence (from Hopf-

'5 Weichel et al., 1980).

The student continues to take test measurements until the faulty module
has been identified, then replaces the faulty module. At the completion of
the problem, the student receives two types of feedback. First, the student's
cost to repair the circuit is compared with that of the expert (see Figure 16).
Second, as shown in Figure 17, feedback based on a comparison of the student
and expert models is provided. In this example, the student overemphasized
Uncertainty Reduction and Fault Isolation, and underemphasized Cost. The stu-
dent would then begin another problem, with the process continuing until the
student and expert models were sufficiently similar.

Evaluation

The key question regarding the ACTS is whether it is an effective train-
ing system. Since the MAU model has just been implemented, the only data
available to date have been obtained using the EU model. Three major findings
were obtained. First, the "learning" algorithms in the ACTS do learn to pre-
dict human performance. If performance is perfectly consistent, the predic-
tion of the learning algorithm will be perfect. Second, student performance
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A.C ... V. OT ia

......... OAD

OUTPN ... N FC RF. OTU

VOL CU L E PONRESATUATO ONTPIIN. IRUT YU OTLCS

OTP N N
TP 2

TP 7

TPA

Figure 16. Cost-based feedback (from Hopf-Weichel et al., 1980).
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improves with practice on the system, even when no feedback based on the stu-
dent model is provided. Third, simulation studies have shown that similar
sets of utilities produce similar troubleshooting strategies, while dissimi-
lar sets of utilities produce dissimilar troubleshooting strategies. This is
a necessary prerequisite for the use of differences between two sets of util-
ities (student and expert) as a basis for instructional feedback.

RE.SES

-,FILTF EPA ]

.111

SERIERCURR

:TP4

I I
CU.R

TC. Y APE O TREP HA1 To o

ITUNCERTANTY REDUCTON IAULT ISOLATION

TP 1 AND UNDEREMPHASIZE:
TP Z N COSTTP 3 L
TP 4 NCPRESS "RETURN TO CONTINUE.
TP $
TP 6
TP7
TPE
TPg N
TP A

4

Figure 17. Model-based feedback (from Hopf-Weichel et al., 1980).

Future Directions

Future research on the ACTS will initially establish the training effec-
tiveness of the ACTS. Research will include the investigation of transfer of
ACTS training to actual equipment, the effects of varying the problem presenta-
tion sequence on the basis of student performance, and the effects of providing
varying mixes of ACTS and actual-equipment training. Once this initial re-
search is complete, the cost and training effectiveness of the ACTS in an on-
going course of instruction at an Army school will be determined.

SUMMARY

The Army's need for improved methods of providing maintenance training
is expected to become more acute during the next two decades. At the same
time, advances in computer technology are expected to result in low-cost
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computer systems that can be used for training. Although such systems have
the potential to provide improved maintenance training, little guidance for
utilizing this potential effectively currently exists. The three research
efforts just described are attempts to develop that guidance. Each of the
efforts is concerned with developing ways to train students to diagnose equip-
ment malfunctions efficiently. Each uses computer technology to provide in-
dividualized instruction, realistic graphic displays, and simulation of main-
tenance tasks. Each uses a different training approach: games, context-free
simulations, and computerized experts. Ultimately, this research should pro-
duce ways to provide students with general troubleshooting skills that can be
applied to the variety of items of equipment that they will have to repair on
the job.
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